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Measuring The Scope of Emerging Technologies in Nuclear Technology: Scalability of Cyber Security , Nuclear Safeguards by Design and Nuclear Security by DesignThe scope of emerging technologies in Nuclear Technology is demonstrated in nuclear designs, application of infrastructure (instruments, institutions, regulatory bodies/ organizations) systems of operation, platforms & third party supply chains, value chains and ecosystems. This also conflates nuclear commercial activities and nuclear frameworks in areas of facility operations, international safeguards, material control & accounting, nuclear security, physical protection and packaging, transportation and disposition.   In a similar vein, advanced reactor designs augmented with emerging technologies and data analytics gives rise to more renewable generating sources, less expensive with a clear cut agenda to protect clean air and supply energy to growing economies and advanced economies alike. Also, Data collected and analyzed for IOT enables optimum, predictive   maintenance and capabilities in Nuclear Plants. The composition of IOT sensors augmented with big data and machine learning translates raw and unstructured data from data analysis to analytics ensuring situational awareness (predictive monitoring solutions & actionable insights in real time) and optimum decision making for confidence in asset maintenance. Thus, Security by design and Safeguards by design is the lifeline that guarantees smooth nuclear commercial activities whilst reiterating the objectives of nuclear safeguards, nuclear security and nuclear safety are comprehensively accommodated in maintenance processes and component designs; some of which involves additive manufacturing and advanced fuels to name a few. Furthermore, the scope of emerging technologies in Nuclear Technology is dual use by nature. Nuclear Designs, Infrastructure, Instruments, National Regulatory Organizations and Law Enforcement are currently subject to disruptive innovation technologies. Hence, Nuclear policy and regulatory frameworks should include delayed attribution, AI ethics, Intangible dual use (Outsider& Insider Threat) and development of Nuclear Security Cultural Orientation for Nuclear Newcomer States. Appropriately, another necessary inclusion is the scalability of cyber security in Nuclear Technology. This ranges from simple DIY workshops on phishing emails, systems backup, updates of software, cloud storage and infrastructure to complex spotting of illicit software updates through the supply chains, scaling analytics of emerging technologies in SMRs and MMRs against workforce/human capital, population density, finance, nuclear safeguards and security by design and political will in developing countries, calibrating optimized and predictive performance of IOT in Nuclear Plants for nuclear policy; highlighting that unsupported  or  older versions  of  software and delays in patching increases  assets vulnerabilities, increase scalability  of  cloud  storage, segmentation of assets, network slicing  and  encryption  capacity-building in Developing Countries, need to  introduce  DIY automated   backups to mitigate against asset loss if there is a ransomware cyber attack and need to seek  out  measures  that includes  cyber- security policy  to designs,  security and  safeguards  by  design. In conclusion, it is therefore imperative to seek measures to address these thematic concerns to avoid diversion, disruption & total shut down of nuclear plants and nuclear terrorism. Unrelatedly, one of the most important lessons learnt from the Covid-19 pandemic is preparedness. References Office of Nuclear Energy, 3 Innovations Transforming the Nuclear Industry (June 5,2018),https://www.energy.gov/ne/articles/3-innovations-transforming-nuclear-industry[2] Betty Bonnardel-Azzarelli, Founder & CEO, AB5 Consulting, IoT opportunity (August 28,2019),https://www.neimagazine.com/features/featureiot-opportunity-7388490/[3] Bolton, C.J. (Sellafield Ltd, Hinton House, Birchwood Park Avenue, Risley, Warrington (United Kingdom), International Conference on Nuclear Security: Enhancing Global Efforts. Proceedings of the Interational Conference (2014),https://inis.iaea.org/search/search.aspx?orig_q=RN:45045510[4] Metricstream thrive on risk, Ransomeware Cyber-Attacks: Best Practices and Preventive measures,https://www.metricstream.com/insights/ransomware-best-practices-preventive-measures.htm[5] Hamsa Srinivasan, How To Avoid Asset Meltdown in Nuclear Power Plants, (December 15, 2017),https://www.ibm.com/blogs/internet-of-things/iot-nuclear-meltdown-assets/



Hype Cycle for Artificial Intelligence, 2021
Source :  Gartner 
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Theme1 : Engineering TrustAlthough this process is voluntary, at the earliest, IAEA Safeguards, Safeguards by Design, Security and Safety series should be familiar to the design frameworks, integrating the IT teams to learn and understand technical measures of nuclear safeguard agreements. Therefore, the infusing of AI and IOT into Nuclear Plants Operations and Maintenance for improved service and situational awareness should also be accompanied with capacity to ensure risk assessment on a continuum Theme 2: Accelerating growth To ensure sufficient risk assessment, it is important to often discuss the black box nature of Artificial Intelligence and Deep learning. The consideration of digital  -twins to calibrate image recognition, uncertainty, prognostics for physical security, safety, operations and maintenance must be met with compact architecture which includes threat assessment and DBT, vulnerability assessment, infrastructure of regulatory and enforcement bodies, comprehension of Nuclear Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials and Facilities and more.  Theme 3: Sculpting change It is important to anticipate change for continuum risk assessment especially because the SMR is a first of a kind projectNear Future goals: 1.To capture IAEA activities infused with innovative technologies  on a Hype Cycle for Artificial Intelligence  measuring nuclear  safeguards ,security and safeguards in predictive outcomes of autonomy and AI2. To integrate Nuclear Quality Assurance with AI & ML 



AI in Operations and Maintenance 
(Source: Argonne National Laboratory paper; "Explainable and Trustworthy 

Diagnostics Achievable Through Process-Based Automated Reasoning)
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The  Objective of this Operator is to enable autonomous operations  using digital  twin and automated  reasoning  methods1. This process monitors structural  integrity of the parts and materials searching  for anomalies 2. Predictive Operations and  Maintenance3. The use of Digital Twins improves situational awareness for  operations 4.In addition, predictive capabilities balance cost and capability by processing data5. Instant pinpoint for real-time decision making also enabled by large sensors for predictive maintenance6. Maintenance schedule forecast7.Capacity of Sensor Intelligence for decision makingNear future goals: More research/ interviews on Ai in Nuclear Operations and Maintenance cognizant of the fact that sensors can be deceivedhttps://www.reutersevents.com/nuclear/ai-finds-place-nuclear-omhttps://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-1-4613-1009-9_5https://www.iaea.org/newscenter/news/the-future-of-atoms-artificial-intelligence-for-nuclear-applicationshttps://aiforgood.itu.int/event/ai-for-nuclear-energy/



Africa’s Energy Demand
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1.Electricity generation in Africa stood at 870 terawatt-hours (TWh) in 2019, an increase of 2.9 percent from 846 TWh in 2018. Africa’s electricity generation capacity has grown at an average of 4.8 percent per annum since 2008, compared to 2.7 percent globally. The African Energy Chamber forecasts that 2021 generation is likely to range between 870-900 TWh 2. The African Energy Chamber forecast using a conservative 4.5 percent yearly growth (current stated policies) shows that electricity generation on the continent will increase by 25 percent, 55 percent and 141 percent of 2020 baseline levels to reach 1,057, 1,138 and 2,047 TWh by 2025, 2035 and 2040 respectively. This increases to 1,520 in 2030 and 2,700 TWh in 2040 in a more aggressive push to expand capacity at 6 percent per annum.3. Africa will have 1.8 and 2.45 billion people by 2040 and 2050 respectively.4.At the moment, nuclear energy accounts for 2 percent, the share of renewables (RE) in Africa’s generation mix is growing, albeit at a lower pace than in other regions (5 percent). Most of the RE growth comes from solar, wind and geothermal power plants, and this expected to continue into 2030. Africa generated 830 megawatts (MW), 5,748 MW and 7,236 MW of geothermal, wind and solar installed capacity in 2019, signifying growth rates of 17.4 percent, 26.1 percent and 60.2 percent respectively since 2010.5. List of African Countries interested in Nuclear Energy : Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria and Sudan have already engaged with the IAEA to assess their readiness to embark on a nuclear program. Algeria, Tunisia, Uganda and Zambia are also mulling the possibility of nuclear power.https://www.africanews.com/2020/12/02/african-energy-chamber-projects-africa-s-power-demand-to-keep-rising-between-4-5-per-year//https://www.un.org/africarenewal/magazine/august-november-2018/africa-ready-nuclear-energyhttps://energycentral.com/o/WOGNEWS/africas-energy-demand-growth-twice



African States  Non-Proliferation Treaty & Nuclear 
Weapons Free Zone Treaty 
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 1African States  are committed to the Non-Proliferations Treaty and the Nuclear Weapons Free Zone Treaty2. African States are involved in Nuclear Science and Technological Development3.African States have achieved different  Milestones in the Development of Nuclear Infrastructure for Nuclear Power4. The IAEA has identified infrastructural Issues and supported African States 5.States in Africa are committed to the fundamental objectives of the International Nuclear Safeguards, Security and Safety Series and Guidance , domesticating them for national regulation and enforcement.https://www.cgdev.org/sites/default/files/atoms-africa-there-future-civil-nuclear-energy-sub-saharan-africa.pdf  



Data-Driven  Machine  Learning for Fault Detection and Diagnosis 
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1.Data-Driven Machine Learning for fault  Detection and Diagnosis provides Security by Design, reflecting  current  conditions while predicting  possible malfunctions2. It optimizes operation schedules which reduces maintenance cost.3. It improves  safety4. Fault Detection and Diagnosis based on redundancy can  overcome  the  disadvantages  of  both hard ware redundancy and limit checking approach 5. More comprehensive  review on Data-Driven Machine Learning  for Fault Detection and Diagnosis in Nuclear Power Plants is essential https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fenrg.2021.663296/full



Enterprise Roadmap for AI & ML
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In conclusion, My recommendation is that, the pre-licensing  review should include the Enterprise Roadmap for AI &ML since most SMR and MMR will use AI, ML and IOT.2.AVs and VRs can also be  useful for training3.Public Outreach4.Finance 5.Considering the fact that the US has a 50 years head start and Russia has decades of experience and SMR use in the Arctic Region, African Countries should introduce Centers of Excellence into their AI Assets: Human Capital of Software Engineers, Sensor Engineers , Cyber Security & IT Teams- Operations and Maintenance 6. Continuum risk assessment of design, sensor and critical infrastructure for decision making and policy initiatives.7. First of it’s Kind Project to Government  and stakeholdershttps://towardsdatascience.com/state-of-the-machine-learning-ai-industry-9bb477f840c8
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